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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Tuesday

Baldwin speaks
on Black truth

U.S.. Israel make strategic pact

Arabs reassured
WASHINGTON (AP) - Israel and the
United States worked out a landmark
"strategic cooperation" agreement
today to deal with any threats to the
Middle East by the Soviet Union or
Soviet-controlled forces from outside
the region.
In a joint statement by Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger,
the two governments said the new
agreement creating a framework of
military cooperation "is not directed
at any state or group of states within
the Middle East."
The statement was an obvious effort to reassure Arab countries that
the United States and Israel would not
act together against any of them.
U.S. OFFICIALS have made it clear
they were concerned that any such
U.S.-Israeli pact might evoke a hostile reaction in the Arab world unless
it was specified that the agreement
was aimed at a possible Soviet threat.
The agreement followed a Pentagon
ceremony this morning in which Sharon was greeted by Weinberger with a
19-gun salute and full military honors.
Behind the ceremonial facade, however, there was evident Israeli unhappiness with the agreement.
A memorandum of understanding
attached to the pact apparently left
the details on stockpiling of U.S. military equipment in Israel up to future
decision.

The draft was drawn up by Secretary of State Alexander Haig Jr. and
by Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir
last weekend for the Cabinet's approval.

support himself while writing.
But always in his writing, as in his
public speaking, Baldwin has talked
about
the truth as he sees it, espeAward-winning author Dr. James
Baldwin, it seems, has never left the cially the truth about Blacks in Amerpulpit.
ica and elsewhere.
BALDWIN SAID when he began
Born the first of a minister's nine
children, Baldwin grew up in Harlem writing seriously, he was almost
and became, like nis father, a pre- alone as a minority writer.
acher.
"There was nothing in the immediHe was a minister from the age of 14 ate past or in the long past, no possiuntil he was 17.
bility that frame of reference could be
THEN, he says, he had to leave his attacked," he said.
"I became a writer because of all
ministry because "I felt I could not
answer the questions asked by my the things in my past, all the singing
congregation. And I saw what might and all the jails and the junkies and
have happened to me. I saw that the drunks, all those people who bebecause of poverty ... something else came me. It drove me out," Baldwin
might become more important than said. "A writer becomes the people
telling the truth to the congregation." around him."
Baldwin said the civil rights situaRecognized as one of America's
finest writers, Baldwin has won a tion has changed in recent yaars,
Eugene F. Saxton Memorial Trust though not necessarily for the better.
"The possibilities are much greater
Award, a Rosenwald Fellowship, a
Guggenheim Fellowship and a Ford now than they were in 1924, at least
Foundation Grant-in-Aid and he is more visible. So the challenges are
also a member of the National Insti- much more vast," Baldwin said, adding that the problems of Black civil
tute of Arts and Letters.
BALDWIN is also recognized inter- rights can no longer be ignored by the
nationally as a leader and spokesman White public.
He described Blacks and Whites as
for the civil rights movement.
Much of his talk last night at the Phi "on a collision course."
Returning to the subject of his own
Beta Sigma fraternity was about issues important to Blacks. Baldwin, writing, Baldwin said tie tries to write
who is a University Distinguished books that get people to think about
Visiting Professor ot Ethnic Studies the lives they lead.
"Every artist is religious. But at the
was at the fraternity house to receive
recognition and gifts from the Black bottom, everyone's religious," he saiGreek Council and Black Cultural d. "Everything I write, simply because I believe in it, is based on that,
Affairs Board.
After leaving the ministry, Baldwin though I don't hang any particular
said he held a number of jobs to flag on it."
by David Whitman
News staff reporter

Cabinet Secretary Arieh Naor said
the Cabinet "decided on proposals to
change the draft," but sources said
the Israeli objections were minor and
did not elaborate.
THE CABINET was to meet in special
session after hearing from Washington to decide whether to adopt the
U.S. approach for resolving the problem of European participation. But
the sources said the proposal for a
joint statement of clarification had
the backing of Prime Minister Menachem Begin and most of the Cabinet.
Israel has been refusing to admit
troops of France, Britain, Italy and
the Netherlands into the U.S.-led
peacekeeping force because the Eurogans are linking their participation
having the Palestine Liberation
Organization "associated" with the
peace negotiations.
The sources said tacit recognition of
the joint U.S-Israel statement by Europe would be enough to permit European troops to enlist in the force.
Begin, in the hospital nursing a
broken hip joint, was in telephone
contact with the Cabinet, Naor said.
Begin and Shamir had worked out the
requested changes beforehand, he
said.
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Dr. James Baldwin
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Juvenile under arrest
as murder suspect
A 15-year-old is being held in the Wood
County juvenile detention center in
connection with the murder of University student Stephen Bowers more
than a year ago.
The juvenile was arrested Wednesday by Perrysburg Township police at
a carry-out store south of Perrysburg.
He has been sought since last May,
after he incriminated himself during
the trial of two other defendents in the
murder, James Oviedo and Edward
Villareal, said Bowling Green Police
Chief Galen Ash and Sergeant Sam
Johnson.
During the trial, the juvenile said he
was at the murder scene and that he
had kicked Bowers. The juvenile previously had not been identified as one
of the youths who took part in the
slaying.
BOWERS was stabbed to death
behind the Downtown bar. North

Main Street, on Nov. 16, I960. Oviedo,
who was 17 at the time of the murder,
and Villareal, then 16, were certified
to stand trial as adults and were found
guilty of murder in May.
Brian Keith Thompson, then 18, also
was tried and found guilty of murder.
All three cases are being appealed to
the Sixth District Court of Appeals,
Toledo.
Bowers, who was an LD cardchecker at the Downtown bar, prevented a group of youths from entering the bar because they were under
age. The group then tried to enter
through the rear of the bar, but were
ejected by Bowers. A fight ensued,
and Bowers was stabbed in the alley
behind the bar.
A fifth suspect, who is thought to
have fled the state, is still being
sought.

Reagan aide receives
late payments for firm
WASHINGTON (AP) - Michael
Deaver, one of President Ronald Reagan's top three aides, has been receiving deferred payments on the preinaugural sale of a firm which, at the
same time, bought out a similar enterprise headed by national security
adviser Richard Allen.
Senate records show that since the
Reagan administration took office,
the firm, the Hannaford Co. Inc., has
quadrupled the number of domestic
and foreign groups for which it is a
registered lobbyist.
Deaver was a 40-percent owner of
Hannaford, which in January bought
out a similar firm, Potomac International Corp., headed by Allen. The
national security adviser, who Just
took a "leave of absence" in the wake
of an investigation over his receipt of
1,000 from Japanese journalists, also
received deferred payments in his
part of the deal.
THE PAYMENTS TO ALLEN

Weather

prompted questions about possible
conflicts of interest in meetings between the national security adviser
and past clients of Potomac International Corp., which now belongs to
Hannaford.
On Sunday, Allen announced that he
was taking a leave of absence from
his White House post while the Justice
Department completes a preliminary
investigation of his receipt of 1,000
from two Japanese journalists who
interviewed First Lady Nancy Reagan on Jan. 21.
Allen, appearing on NBC's "Meet
the Press, said the Hannaford Co.
had "satisfied" its debt to him in
recent days. He did not provide any
details, but NSC spokesman Peter
Dailey said Hannaford had just recently paid Allen 50,000 to terminate
the debt.
Deaver, who reportedly wants Allen
to resign, could not be reached for
comment yesterday on his financial
arrangement with the Hannaford Co.

Inside
Understanding

Cloudy. High In the mid
40a, low In the mid 30s. 20
percent chance of
precipitation.

overplugging
problems Page 3

Pipsqueak Picassos

Many careers In art hava humble beginnings, but for tha graats,
such aa Pablo Picasso, concentration on tha canvas waa a key
What than la In store tor these pipsqueak Picassos. Sheryl Sanchez,
S, (left| and Vennesa Vickery, 4, (right), aa they seem to hava loat focus
of their work.
Both girls participate In tha University's Child Development
Canter's art program.

Counting down
till break
Page 4

leers streak
past Vermont
Page 8

staff photo by Dean Koepfler
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Opinion.
Cleaning out a bureaucrat's desk
November 23rd will go down in
Washington bureaucratic history as
Black Monday. It was the day that
President Reagan ordered the
government establishment to close
down because there was no money to
pay them. The President decreed that
only those people essential to running
the government be kept in place.
"Essential" was the key word that
hit this town like a thunderbolt. With
the presidential edict every government employee's essentiality was put
in doubt
The order of the day was for all nonessential employees to clean out their
desks and go home. I stopped in to see
Norman McKinney, a first-class
bureaucrat, who obviously was very
angry that he wasn't important
enough to be kept on. "Teapot has
always had it in for me," he said, as
he kept opening and closing drawers
in his desk. "He got in at six o'clock
this morning and volunteered to serve
on the 'Ad Hoc Non-Essential
Employees Commission,' the only
committee in the department that
was declared 'essential.'"
He pulled out a pair of storm boots
and a cable from one of his drawers.
"I was wondering where this was?"
"What is it?"
"It's a coded cable from Nikita
Khrushchev saying he wanted to
defect when he came to the United
Nations. He said when he took his
shoe off and started banging the
podium, it was his signal for us to surround him and spirit him away."

Focus
Art Buchwald
Syndicated columnist

"That cable's been in your drawer
all this time?"
"I knew I put it somewhere. No one
in the department would take my
word I got it so they let Khrushchev go
back home."
McKinney opened another drawer
and took out a large bottle of Alka
Seltzer and a yellow piece of paper.
He studied it for a moment and then
said, "I'll be darned."
"What is it?" I asked.
"It's a $500 million check to save the
New York Central Railroad. I guess I
forgot to mail it. Now I remember!
The Treasury sent it over at five
o'clock and I stuck it in my drawer,
and then the next day I had the flu.
and when I got back to work it slipped
my mind."
'That could happen to anybody."
McKinney kept digging in the
drawer. He pulled out an old copy of
"Look" magazine, a paperback copy
of "Gone With the Wind,' and a sheaf
of papers which he studied carefully.
"Hmmmnn," he said, "I wonder
how this got in here."
"What wit?"
"It's an application for building the
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant on an

earthquake fault. I was supposed to
pass it on to the Atomic Energy Commission, recommending they turn it
down."
"Maybe it's not too late," I
suggested.
"It's dated July 17,1970. If I send in
my recomendation now, it will only
give Teapot ammunition that I'm not
essential."
"Have you gone through the top
drawer yet?"
"I'm getting to it now." He took out
three golf balls, a pair of ear muffs,
an electric razor, a bow tie, a bus
transfer and a set of blueprints."
"What do you know? I've been looking
for this for years," he said.
T
'What is it?'r
"I can't remember any more. It's
either an urban renewal plan for the
South Bronx, or a diagram of the
Berlin Wall which we stole from an
East German engineer."
"It's lucky President Reagan caused this crisis or you would have never
cleaned out your drawers. Reach
back, there might be something stuck
in the cracks.
McKinney did and came out with a
letter. He whistled.
"Listen. This is a letter from President Nixon ordering me to immediately destroy all the tapes in the
White House basement closet."
"And you stuffed it in your
After reading Kathy Ernest's artidrawer?"
He said angrily. "If I had done it cle entitled, "Student Court Creates
right at that moment I would have Nightmare," I wasn't entirely surprised. I've also been involved in a
missed my car pool."
couple of cases with the Student Court
and have paid close scrutiny to its
procedures.
I was particularly amazed by the
fact that students with little or no
background in law were acting as proWhy do I feel as anachronistic as ... secutors, defense attorneys and
as the Christmas lights that silently judges. It seemed to me that these
and steadfastly blink Happy Times in students, above all others, had the
power on this campus. In fact, the fate
my window.
I look for people to believe in. But of many students who face suspension
bullets have forced us to trade Bobby or expulsion is determined by a six
Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr. man jury type of arrangement called
for trailblazers like Walter Mondale the Student Arbitrations Board
(S.A.B.).
and Jerry Brown.
This S.A.B. hears a case,
After peeling the Watergate egg off deliberates in private and reaches a
our faces, I would have thought Amer- decision. The decision must then be
icans would start scrutinizing the ok'd by Derek Dickinson, who heads
political entries and rally behind the the office of Standards and ProBrightest Star. The opportunity really cedures. Derek "rubber stamps" the
has never come, though, as only decisions of the S.A.B. at an alarming
95%, or better, rate.
Black Holes have appeared.
At any rate, I decided freshman
And the ugly shock ot growing up in year that I would like to get a job on
all of it has transformed the once the court. I applied at the appropriate
ornery youth into blind, conservative time and participated in an interview.
I didn't get the job. I was told that uplemmings.
Where is the Star? Like one of the perclassmen of the same basic
shepherds biding over his flock 2,000 qualifications had first dibs on the
years ago, I would rejoice over its limited number of jobs.
One year later (last spring quarter)
appearance.
I had achieved the status of junior

Judging Student Court members*

Fear and loathing: the New Right
You could strike sparks anywhere. There
was a fantastic universal sense that whatever we were doing was right, that we were
winning ... We had all the momentum; we
were riding the crest of a high and beautiful
wave ...
So now. less than five years later, you
can go up on a sleep hill in Las Vegas and
look West, and with the right kind of eyes
you can almost see the high- water mark —
that place where the wave finally broke and
rolled back.
Hunter S. Thompson.
"Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas." 1972

Blinking Christinas lights - powerful
little things, they are; multi-colored
ornaments screaming in mute excitement for the season they represent.
Sit with them in a darkened room and
they do dangerous things to the mind.
So innocent, so happy, so ... so
antiquated. Why did I put the dumb
things up, anyway?
Sure, maybe five or 10 years ago.
When I was young and naive and
didn't know much about anything
except for the NFL, Algebra II and
John Denver. Christmas could exist in
all its tinseled splendor.
But now - let's face it, how can
anyone be so blithe at a time when the
Sweet Land of Liberty is being run by
an incompetent (thank you, David
Stockman), rosy-cheeked geriatric
and a motley crew of brassheads, the
likes of which have not been seen in
Washington since the days of the man
whose heinous topple knocked the
American people for such a spin that
we still haven t regained our senses.
That all happened nearly 10 years
ago. I didn't know much then. But
after a decade of schooling, I'm
forced into the conclusion that I still
don't know too much. The more I
learn, the clearer it is to me that I
hardly know anything. The more I
learn, the less able I am to make
sense out of what is going on.
Apparently I missed something.
Somehow I missed out on the wonderful secret that was whispered in
everyone's ears but mine; the secret
that sent an avalanche of crazed
Americans to the Republican side of
the voting booth.

Focus
by David Sigworth
News Staff Reporter

I was convinced that the people of
this media-swamped country would
be too smart and too informed than to
elect a greasy-haired retired actor
just to keep Jimmy Carter from playing Willie Nelson albums in Washington for four more years. The lesser of
two evils was clear. I thought.
I was wrong. I've learned a lot in
the year that has since passed but still
haven't come across the explanation
for that one.
But maybe it does fit, simply because it doesn't make sense. Look at
the growing percentage of people who
say they would vote for Nixon again if
they could.
I would have voted for him in '68
and '72 but I was still a few years
away from exercising my vote. But
that didn't keep me from arguing for
him to my pre-adolescent friends who
argued for their parents' choice which was exactly what I was doing.
But I learned; boy, did we all learn
(I thought).
I guess somehow I missed something again.
Kent State. Memphis State. An
eleven-year-old tries to make sense of
it all. They must have been bad because they had to be shot at. And shot.
Four college students, probably on
drugs, died because American Law
and Order had to be preserved.
But I grew and I learned. Now I'm
ready to stand. Now I'm ready to
fight. I'm ready to pull together with
my generation and fight tor what it
believes in:
hod shirts.
A keg of Little Kings.
A 35,000 salary, a nice house, two
kids, a wood-paneled station wagon
and a sheep dog named Daisy - How
did we get back to the 1960s?
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Focus
by Joe Landusky II
University Student

(with 96 hours) and decided to apply
once again for the court. I felt almost
certain that my qualifications would
land me a job on the court: I was (and
am) a junior political science/pre-law
major with a 3.65 GPA. I also had
recommendations from two of the top
administrators at this University.
Again I participated in an interview, felt great about it afterwards,
and anxiously awaited the results.
Two weeks later I received a form letter from the chief administrator of the
court insuring me that my "continued
efforts on this campus will not go unnoticed," but that there were no positions open to me on the court.
At that time I was more than a trifle
unnerved and decided to try to find
out what selection means were used.
So, I did some investigating.
The applicant pool was said to
number 90. There are 51 positions on
the Student Court: 32 (16 a piece) on
the prosecution and defense staffs,
and 19 in the executive offices.
I was shocked to find that virtually

every one of the justices of the S.A.B.
were members of greek organizations, as well as the chief administrator, the chief justices of the
S.A.B. and Traffic Court are greek.
In other words, 100% of the top nine
positions in the Student Court are held
by greeks, yet only 17% of the University student population is greek.
I still can never be absolutely sure
of the criteria used in the court's
selections process. I do know that a
greek has a statistical advantage over
others in being chosen. I also know
that four members (all greek) of last
year's court were the ones who interviewed me.
I've long since gotten over the fact
that I will never get involved with Student Court. The only thing that
bothers me is the fact that unless
things are changed, the members of
this year's Student Court, will select.
at their discretion, the people who will
get their jobs when they leave.
My conclusion is that public power
should never be handed down. After
all, real judges, attorneys and other
members of our judicial system in
America are not chosen by their
Credecessors. It is fact that the
niversity Student Court does not
closely represent the student population on this campus: it never will as
long as it controls its own means of
selection.

Letters.
unless the amount of pollution occurr- strong support for gun control laws. I Keep alcohol in dorms
ing daily is decreased. Keep in mind think gun control is a good idea but I
that air and water are finite don't think it can be accomplished.
In my opinion, it is good that alcohol
Many of the crimes in today's socie- is allowed in the dorm rooms. It keeps
resources. Neither can be manufactured and replenished as the need for ty are committed with guns which some of the students on campus from
I recently viewed a film concerning them increases.
were obtained illegally. If criminals going to the bars in the area and
pollution in our world today. The
With help from all, we can preserve can get unregistered guns now, a gun causing trouble.
viewing of the assorted types of water our precious environment.
control law would create a larger
Students may get drunk at the resiand air contamination lead me to conblack market for illegal guns. In ef- dence halls, but at least they have
template on what the future holds for
Collaan A. Carroll
fect, the gun control law would only friends around them in order to keep
us.
Enalize people who obtain guns them from hurting themselves or
441 McDonald East
In America, our philosophy seems
tally.
others, or from destroying Drooertv.
to be that success means growth. I Gun control laws
I'm not in favor of a gun control law
If a person has more than ten people
also believe this is true to an extent.
because I don't think it would solve in his room, he must register it at the
However, when growth is harmful to are not the answer
the problem. However, I would like to desk as a party if they have alcoholic
our environment, I feet that it is not
see gun laws that are now in existence beverages. However, each person
beneficial.
In the past few weeks I have read to be strictly enforced.
should remember he is responsible
We must develop a stronger interest many letters in The BG News concerfor himself, and that he shouldn't put
when dealing with the preservations ning gun control. Most of these letters
John C. Wadge
such a heavy burden on his friends.
of our environment so its resources were from people who seem to be in
633 Broadway SI.
Karon Spacht
will remain plentiful for future
Fostoria, Ohio
302 Prout
generations. To often, we think of air
by Garry Trudeau
and water as a human right and take DOONESBURY
these resources for granted. They are
,AhVI'MHVPriDrW*T107re
feam>Asosmiepmaiau hvma.<nKHfaimeaimoF
a privilege.
mm ABOUT nmsnaiHrr
ma&tHVremtmmmmm maimexmwiaaioFomemcm AwmstsizMFogumaBtHes
Both resources will terminate even(MPKKSAL MieHTBAHT
ICDOUlHSAlAVHXASES.mK, sm*.s»*—i. *m minimum
PChtwsmrE us AS A mvum
TO
ABOLISH
omotAuzme
tually, and at a much faster rate
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Resources a privilege
not a human right

Respond.

If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in had taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
The letters are the individual
opinions of the writers and the
accuracy of their statements
has not been checked by the
News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News, 106
University Hall.
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BG logThe residents of OLD FRATERNITY ROW will usher in the
Christmas Season with a I.uminaria lighting ceremonyin the courtJard at 6:45 p.m. They will be
oined by the University Sororities
at 7:15 p.m. for an hour of caroling
and Christmas music.

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in 112 Life Sciences Building.
ALPHA XI DELTA is sponsoring
"Flowers for Finals
today
through Thursday in the Union
foyer. Carnations will be sold for 1
and will be delivered Saturday.

Proceeds will go to the American
Cancer Society.
A general informational meeting
concerning the summer program
in NANTES, FRANCE, will be held
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the
French House. Slides about the
school and the region will be
shown.

Newsbriefs
Business classes distribute audit forms, conversion information
Self audit forms and semester
conversion information will be distributed on Dec. 3 in all College of
Business Administration classes. If
the self audit forms cannot be
obtained on that date, they may be
Sicked up in the Dean's office (CBA
71) on or after Dec. 3.
Every student in the College of
Business Administration must submit a completed self audit to the

%

cr

£/> o/

Dean's Office no later than Feb. 8,
1982.
All College of Business Administration students who wish help in
the advising process will receive
assistance. Jan. 18 through Feb. S
is the designated contact period.
More specific information will be
available soon on advising schedules.
College of Business Administra-

tion students are urged to begin
their program conversion planning
during the Christmas vacation.
The Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, will feature two investigative reporters
who exposed a local drug ring for
the Elyria Chronicle-Telegram.
Lynn Hassly and Dave Knox will
be at the University tonight at 7:30
p.m. in 309 Moseley Hall.

Problems shock electrical users
By Robert Welch
News reporter
Students using strings of Christmas
lights in their rooms tor decorations
mould be cautious of the dangers
involved.
Seldon Carsey, director of Environmental Services, said the lights could
cause problems "if the light strings
are frayed or if they were used around
something flammable." Light sockets
should not be left empty and if a bulb
is not lit. it should be loosened but not
removed, Carsey said.
There have not been any problems
as of yet. but "some people just aren't
aware of the hazards," Carsey said.
Some other problems may be
caused by in the improper use of
electrical appliances or wiring.
MOST PEOPLE in today's electrically based society are well aware of
the difficulties constituted in having
twice as many electrical appliances

than receptacals to plug them into.
Many people avoid this problem by
simply adding the ever popular extension cord. This can either solve all
their problems or create twice as
many.
Jim Adler, Electrical Shop superintendent, is in charge of handling all
electrical problems on campus. He
frowns heavily on anyone using any
extension "drop" cords whatsoever.
He suggests that students "use the
wall receptacles, period!"

ing that "it's the heating appliances
that are causing problems. He also
said that TVs should not be on an
extension cord.
In some of the dormitories a kitchenette is supplied for student use and
these rooms are on a separate circuit.
However, some students have microwave ovens, toasters, or coffee pots in
their rooms. These appliances are
high wattage and can cause overloading.

ANOTHER PROBLEM can be
overloading circuits in student rooms.
In most of the dorms on campus there
are a maximum of three rooms on
each circuit . This totals nine recepticles which will take up to 2000 watte.
Many of the hair dryers on the market
today use 1500 to 2000 watts each.
When one person from each of the
three rooms uses a hair dryer the
circuit could be blown.
"Most of the hair dryers require a
circuit themselves," Adler said, add-

ADLER F.XPLAINED'it used to be
you couldn't bring in anything, but
now there's no restrictions on anything. I think there should be an
inspection."
All the buildings on campus meet
state wiring and fire codes. The way
the buildings are wired, there's nothing we can change."
"We have very few problems because the buildings were built under
the safety codes of that time and in
many cases they went beyond the
codes," Rutter said.
^

NAME THE GAMES,

*£

GIFT CERTIFICATES
FROM
THE ARRANGEMENT
Select From Assorted
Redken or R.K. Beauty Aids
All Salon Services are
Offered for Ladies and
Gentlemen.
irHair Designs '.Manicures
■U Facials -itMake Up Demonstrations
it Beard and Mustache Designs
it Permanent Wave

SUNRISE
SPECIAL

WIN A SHIRT!

Enter the Name the 10 Most Popular Video Games Contest! just list
the 10 top Video Games in the BG Hall of Game, Union on the entry
blank below with 1 being the most popular game and 10 being the
least popular games. Winner recieves a T-Shirt with his/her favorite
Video Game on it.

S a.m. -U a.m. daily
Two eggs, hash browns,
two strips of bacon, biggest biscuit
in town [you've got to see it!], £ coffee

RULES:
1) Entries must be in UAO Office by Dec. 4, 5 PM.
2) All BGSU students eligible,only 1 entry per person.
3) In case of tie, winner will be drawn at random.

Send or bring to: UAO c/o Bob Nagy 3rd Floor Union
! .NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

Luckv Steer

\3ke tdtooMgement]

more than a steakhouse

10191 B. SOUTH MAIN
352-4101 or 352-4143

(WWlJ

DEADLINE FRIDAY DEC 4
You must enter to be elgible to WIN.'

1726 E. Wooster

.,..^;-.^^^^>^W-^-.^^^-.>->.--^^S>.^^^

The price
of style
has just come
clown!
Save $2© or more on SILADIUM®
College Rings ...now only £84.95.
SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre of a fine jeweler's
stainless.
Men's and women's Siladium
rings are on sale this week
only through your
ArtCarved representative.
A visit to the ArtCarved

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full
collection of rings for the fall.
But hurry on over... this sale
runs for a limited
time only.

S0UTHW7CS MALL - TOLEDO
NEAR LION'S ROME STORE

TOLEDO'S BIGGEST
BOOTS:
Selection ol

ACME
DINGO
DURANGO
HSH

ran

-CLASS RINGS.INC

DATE: Mon., Nov.30 to Wed.,Dec.2
TIME: 10:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
PLACE: University Bookstore
DepoW required SUiMrrChiirge or MM •cctpted

JB RANCH

©1981 ArtCarved Clu»» King*

LAREDO
TONY LAMA
WRANGLER
WALKER
TEXAS BRAND
CAPEZIO
COWTOWN
SSSSSSSS«S&SKSSS3SSSSSS*-S -i

AUTHENTIC
WESTERN SHIRTS
For MEN & WOMEN
MADMAN
KENNINGTON
ATLANTIC
AMERICAN WEST
WRANGLER
RANCH

WESTERN
ON TYME
DEE CEE
FENTON
MILLER
TEM TEX

REGULAR
PRICED BOOTS
EXP 1Z-1S-B1

SALE ENDS DEC. IS
00 OFF ANY
REGULAR Priced
Shirt
IZT. 12-15-81

4 TV BG New. Duntx 1, INI

Coed survives the 12 days before Christmas break
Decorate it with colored paper and
paint. Make chains out of colored
paper or all those beer tabs you've
saved.

by Mary Ann Rtpka
Newi reporter
Well, Thanksgiving vacation is
over. It's bade to classes, that little
cubicle on the fourth floor you call
"home," to prepare for finals.
Here's a day to day guide on how to
enjoy those last few days of fall quarter. Not only will you be ready for
those final exams, but you can also
get ready for the holidays and having

THE TENTH DAY BEFORE
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Put up your
tree (providing you have one and
haven't put it up already) and decorate it. Make sure it is in a spot in the
room where there is space to spare.
Squeeze it between your roommate's
bed and the chair or between your
desk and the stereo, but don't put it in
the center of the room on the refrigerator or you'll be the victim of a falling
tree since the refrigerator is the center of too much activity. Realize
you're taking a risk when you put
your favorite bulb on the tree. Not
everyone understands your attachment to that bright, pink bulb decorated with glitter and your
kindergarten picture. Spray some
pine scent around the room for an
added effect.
THE NINTH DAY BEFORE
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Buy your
roommate's present. You could get
her something that she really needs,
like a mug or stationery, but it's much
more fun to get her something you can
both enjoy like a Rolling Stones album
or the latest edition of Playgirl.
Since you're thinking
about gifts, you may as well drop your

THE TWELFTH DAY BEFORE
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Enjoy that last
bit of turkey leftovers your mom sent
back with you from Thanksgiving
dinner. Even though you've been having it for the last three days, eat that
final, cold turkey sandwich and relish
the thought of not eating cafeteria
food for one more day. Remember
that you have only 12 more days
before tasting some more of that
fresh, delicious homecooking.
THE ELEVENTH DAY BEFORE
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Decorate your
dorm room. Put together all those
knick knacks and other odds and ends
you've accumulated since moving in
to make your room look festive and
seasonal. Start with your pyramid of
empty Miller bottles if that is all you
have in your room besides furniture.

roommate a few hints. Write a letter
to Santa. Don't be shy about asking
him for a two-foot-tall "Snerf" that
would look perfect on your bed or that
new Garfield calendar you've been
dying to get. Certainly don't forget to
put in your order (for the fifth year in
a row) for that tall, dark, handsome
pre-law student of your dreams. Now,
In order to make your scheme a
success, "accidently' leave the list on
your desk where your roommate is
sure to spot it.
THE EIGHTH DAY BEFORE
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Send
Christmas cards to your campus
friends. Show them that you'll be
thinking of them and wish them a
joyous holiday even though it is a bit
early. You know yourself how exciting early afternoon mail arrival is to
students. They'll be delighted to receive something more than the
monthly telephone bill or a "once in a
lifetime offer" (including a free gift if
you act now) for pantyhose, "all
shades of the rainbow." Besides, delivery by campus mail is free. You
might want to begin reviewing for
exams.

ning. It's Saturday night and even
though you have the best intentions of
Cng good grades, tonight is a great
to unwind and relax. Try to be a
little original in choosing your refreshments. Remember that this
party is a little different because it's
during Christmas season. Try to
make it special by finding someone on
your floor that is 21 (possibly the
resident advisor) and have her get
you lambrusco or sloe gin (notice the
festive red color). Also serve multicolored popcorn instead of the regular, and if the party gets dull, everyone can join forces and string popcorn
to hang on the tree.
THE SIXTH DAY BEFORE
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Realize that
Sou're halfway to that three-and-aalf week vacation. Think about how
wonderful it will be to leave school
behind. You'll be able to sleep in your
own bed, and your mom will wait on
you hand and foot and cook all your
favorite dishes. (At least for the first
few days). •

THE FIFTH DAY BEFORE
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Take time out
to go Christmas caroling with others
THE SEVENTH DAY BEFORE in your dorm. Get together all those
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Have that beautiful alto, soprano, and hopefully,
Christmas party you've been plan- male tenor voices and go around to

other dorms singing under windows toothless abominable snowman beand spreading holiday cheer. Don't coming friends with Rudolph.
worry if your voice isn't that great,
and don't be too disappointed if stuTHE SECOND DAY BEFORE
dents yell at you to shut up and CHRISTMAS BREAK. Cheer up. Rethreaten to call Campus Safety and member there are only two more days
Security. Not everyone appreciates to go and only one last exam. Exyour attempt at creating goodwill and change presents with your roommate
peace on earth.
(or at least give.your present to her if
she didn't get you anything). Don't be
THE FOURTH DAY BEFROE jealous as she tells you she is finished
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Listen to with exams and is going home that
Christmas albums on the stereo. You afternoon. Just smile sweetly and
can listen and take notes on how the wish her and her family a happy
pros like Burl Ives and Ethel Merman holiday. You can plan on getting todo it arid gather tips for next year's gether over break, but chances are
campus carolling. (I doubt if you'd you won't see her until January. Say
want to take more verbal abuse this nothing to her about the five dollars
year). Don't crank the stereo up as worth of stamps she owes you or the
you would if playing REO Speedwa- pair of mittens she hasn't returned. It
gon or the Police because you'll get should be nice and quiet after she's
plenty of complaints from your neigh- gone; it's a good time to study.
bors and the RA will come Dounding
on your door.
THE FINAL DAY BEFORE
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Breathe a sigh
THE THIRD DAY BEFORE of relief. Fall quarter is over. You can
CHRISTMAS BREAK. Take time out celebrate because you've made it this
to watch any Christmas special on far, and in only a few hours, your
television, whether it is "Rudolph, the mom and dad will be here to take you
Red-Nosed Reindeer," "Peanuts' home for a much waited for and
Christmas," or "A Christmas Carol." needed vacation. It's time to pack
Get everyone on the floor together your clothes, stuff your dirty laundry
and crowd around one TV set. You'll in a pillow case, and ready the plants
all get a kick out of Snoopy dancing and goldfish for travelling. Go home
around a department store or the and enjoy yourself.
te*£* <»»>*■ ***efre»**e*P^^^g».f»P

CHICKEN

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

Send Your Friends
A Special Christmas
Message!

IMMM
All You Con Eat Salad Bar and choice of potato

.-^
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Good From 4 p.m.- 9 p.m
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With a

BG News

Upholstery Car & Furniture

Christmas Wreath

• Automobile seat covers

• Convertible tops replacement
• Free estimates pick-up &
delivery service

over 50 years of quality service
HoHsis Top Upholstery
12990 S. Main
% Mil* South of K-Mart

M-F 7:30 am SOOpm
SAT 8:00 *m ■ 11:30am

Have Your

Green

-wr
HURRY

SUB-ME-QUICK

30 ♦

DELIVERY

STARTS 4:30 PM
7 DAYS-A-WEEK

BOWLING GREEN

*

"\

2 Bedroom Apts. 1 Bedroom Apis. Efficiencies
FURNISHED or UNFURNISHED

• all utilities included
except lights
• laundry facilities
available
214 Napoleon 352-1195

This is your last chance to order your 1982 KEY at the low price of only
$13.95. The price goes up to $15.95 on January 1. To order your Key just
call 372-0086 or stop in at 310 Student Services TODAY.

If

SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE

>\**Tu''

'•/safe* JtM

MEADOWVIEW COURT
y« APARTMENTS \
^

JV

ijV Massage Printed
HERE in Red* ,

106 University Hall 372-2601

i gus heat
• swimming pool
• party room
• game room
• sauna

DEADLINE TOMORROW! 4 P.M.
tom*Mn*nmnMnt,t>mt^t<M'<m'<m'*'>m ■V

>•*

THE GAVEL

OFF

Is Now Accepting Applications for The 1982 Staff

(S3
Delivery
Hot Line 352 Good

[ r i Mooervn
I )
'143E Wooster'

(352-4663)

352-4663

*

SUBS
STARTER

HAM.SALAMI. PROVOLONE CHEESE .

HURDLER
SPRINTER

SWISS 1 PROVOLONE CHEESE
TURKEY

PACER

HAM t SWISS

RUNNER
RELAY

TUNA
CAMCOLLA

JOGGER
MARATHON
BREAKAWAY

ROASTOEEf

Purchase Of
Any 6" or •" Sub

8-inch
S2.48
«.4»
«.4»
J2.4S
S2J6
S2.7S
S3 10

MAM. SALAMI. TURKEY. SWISS. PBOVOLONf CHEtSl
BOLOGNA TURKEY. AMERICAN CHEESE. SALAMI

Editor
Aaaociata Editor
Businass Manager
Advertising Manager
Typists

expire* Dec 20, 1981

Sports Editor
Art Editor
Circulation Manage
Ad Salasparsons

Staff Writer*

Photo Editor
Layout Editor
Naws Editor
Faaturas Editor
Lab Technicians
Photographers

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN 106 UNIVERSITY HALL

30V"OFF

Pteaee return your applications to 106 IMearetty He*.
Applications for ell position* ere due by Friday, December 4, 1981.

13.10
$2-75

You will be notified of your Irrtenrlew time.

lAhOM t«M it** wftti NMr«. MMf, Mw«. (MOT, mm pippif. IWU" dtMsltgf
lAAOVt MM HAM NOT OR MHOOn

HOT SUtS
JAVELIN
SMOTPUT

EXTRAS:

S-lnch

ITALIAN SAUSAOE WITH PEPPERS. ONIONS ANO SAUCE
MEATBALLS WITH SAUCE AND PARMESIAN CHEESE .

6 men

*

S2.4S
...

12.05

OOLOONA. SALAMI, TURKEY OR CHEESE

50* (Mf ponton)

TOMATO. MILO PEPRER WNOS. OR PIZZA SAUCE

30* (per portion)

ROAST BEEF OR HAM
CAPICOUA

rSMparportKm

Purchase Cf
Any 6" or 8" Sub

TV (par porton)

75V*2\
OFF

SIDeLIMES
9»

BURRITOS

*»

CHin««<«n-.e

Tuesday,
the soup is on
the chef.

•xptrM Dec. 20, 1961

TACOGM--.

MACARONI SAIAO
POTATO SALAD

$

SOFT DRINKS
HIP ON

oRATi • some*

COKE SPRITE TAB OR PEPPERICANSl

2 ft. Decathlon
•xpire* Dec. 20, 1SS1

BAQELS

PARTY SUBS

CMAMCHfFSf

Ti-

HAM

ll n

IAIJU*

»m

TUNA

KM
tan

MOASTMff

•Mat *•«» -ow. om o» «•* •O I'MIM
it »T«Ou< "OtiCS

OPEN
MONSAT
SUN

:
:

11.-00 AM
4:30 PM

DECATHLON* 2 loot tub)

W 9$

OLYMPIC EVENT (5 tool fuDi
WO 00
HAH SALAMI TL««r SWISS »«OVOLO*«€ CHKU
MA»0 LlTTUCf. ONIONS TOMATOES. WILD r>€-N»(» NtNOS
lOMfO WITH OUR SPECIAL ITALIAN DftttSeNG

$2.75 OFF
:
:■

INN C*« 7 <M.I •«••» IO> <*• QV-VM *«

$2.75 MINIMUM PLUS 25«
WILL BE ADDED TO THE TOTAL
OF YOUR ORDER
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

e

*
OLYMPIC EVENT

■
e
■
e
■
e

Buy Salad Bar Chef Salad.
Toco Salad. Vegetarian Salad, Antipasto Salad
and Crazy George will give you one Ferfl
Bottomless Drink And On* FRff
cup of Homemade Soup.
(EAT IN ONLY)

Pdolfars

EAST
■»*
SOUTH
440 E. Court 352-1596
945 S. Main 352-7571
OPEN AT II A.M

eipire* Dec. 20, 1M1

•■•■«■
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Elsewhere.
Court to rule if Nixon to be sued
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court agreed yesterday to
decide whether presidents can be
sued for money damages for violating
the rights of Americans.
The case specifically involves
whether former President Nixon and
his top aides can be sued for money
damages by an Air Force "whistleblower" who claims his right to free
speech was violated by his dismissal
for speaking out about cost overruns.
However, the justices seemed more
interested in a payment Nixon made

to limit his losses in the 3.5 million suit
by A. Ernest Fitzgerald than in the
constitutional issues raised by the
suit.

case, Nixon is pressing his appeal in
an attempt to get a ruling that would
have the effect of squelching any
other lawsuits seeking money damages for his actions as president.

UNDER THAT AGREEMENT, a
142,000 payment already made to
Fitzgerald will settle the suit if the
Supreme Court upholds Nixon's arguments. But Nixon will have to pay an
additional 28,000 if the court rules
against him.
Although the financial arrangement
essentially settles the Fitzgerald

The court's decision is expected by
July, but comments from a majority
of the justices yesterday suggested
they may find the case moot because
of the agreement between Nixon and
Fitzgerald and send the matter back
to a lower court without deciding the
constitutional issue.

Wood, clad in a blue nightgown,
knee-high socks and a red down
jacket, disappeared late Saturday
in a small t>oat from the 60-foot
power cruiser Splendour while it
was moored in Isthmus Cove in the
remote northern area of the island,
officials said.
She was found Sunday morning
just beneath the surface of the
water a half-mile away, off Blue

GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) - U.S.
arms negotiator Paul Nitze and Soviet
Ambassador Yuli Kvitsinsky met for
l'<2 hours yesterday at the start of
talks aimed at checking the nuclear
arms race in Europe.
Calling the introductory session
"cordial and businesslike," the 74year-old veteran U.S. negotiator told
reporters he and Kvitsinsky agreed
there would be no public disclosures
on what is being negotiated in the
months ahead.
The two men shook hands warmly
several times in front of photographers before entering the Soviet mission for their meeting. Both sides' full
delegations will hold their first meeting this morning at an annex to the
U.S. mission.

The Athletic Band and Concert Bands are now organizing,
tor Winter Quarter. Any student interested in Athletic
Band should contact the Band Office 372-2181, Ext. 249 to
obtain additional information. Brass especially needed!
Auditions for the 3 Concert Bands will begin Monday.
11/30. Students interested in the Concert Bands should sign
the list posted outside Room 1010 Musical Arts Center, or
telephone 372-2181, Ext. 249 for further information

REMINDER. THERE IS A GRACE PERIOD FOR
FALL QUARTER FOOD COUPONS. YOU MAY
USE YOUR FALL QUARTER COUPONS FROM
SUNDAY DINNER JANUARY 3
THROUGH
SUNDAY DINNER, JANUARY 10,1982.

K/fV ENTER HMT
THE.
ACU-I BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT (BYOB)*
Thurs. Bec.-3 8*11P.M.
Perry Croghan Room. Union
50 cents Entry Fee
Sign up by Dec. 2 in UAO office. 3rd floor Union
Bring Your Own board

Cavern Point and about 200 yards
from the 13-foot dinghy. Authorities said Wood apparently
drowned, although exposure was
also cited as a possible cause of
death.
Sheriff's homicide investigators
remained on the island yesterday
gathering information on the
events leading up to Wood's death.
Unexplained was how the 43year-old actress was able to slip
away from the yacht unnoticed apparently in spite of her stated
fear of deep water.
"I can swim a little bit, but I am
afraid of water that is dark," she
had told the New York Daily News
in a recent interview.

That is the only way, he said, that
"we can hope to look at the hard
issues which divide us, and to search
for solutions that will assure security
and reduce tensions... The stakes are
very high for all of us."
There was no comment from the
Soviets on yesterday's session.
The negotiations, officially called
the Theater Nuclear Forces, or TNF,
talks, are the Reagan administration's first attempt to negotiate an
arms agreement with the Soviets.

CINCINNATI (AP) - President Reagan arrived at the Greater Cincinnati
Airport yesterday, but tight security
Erevented most of about 100 spectairs from seeing him.
The president's plane, Air Force
One, landed at 5:39 p.m.
Ohio Gov. James Rhodes led a
small group of dignitaries who
greeted Reagan before a motorcade
whisked him to downtown Cincinnati,
about 10 miles from the airport.
Reagan was scheduled to spend
about an hour at fund-raising events
for the Ohio Republican Party, which
were being held at the Westin Hotel
downtown.
Accompanied by First Lady Nancy
Reagan, the president went through
the airport's international arrivals
terminal.
Police estimated there were about
100 spectators scattered around the
airport, but they could not get close
enough to see the president. Some did
catch a glimpse of the president's
limousine, officers said.
Security was tight at the airport, as
police officers stood guard inside and
outside the terminal.
.
Police said traffic on Interstate 75
between the airport and downtown
was blocked off for some time to
guarantee a clear path for the 16vehicle motorcade.
President Reagan departed
Greater Cincinnati Airport at 7:27
p.m.

Professional
photography
is more than
an art.

POUND
PIZZA

■*

*

When it comes to getting
o job in professional photography, creativity isn't onough
You also need strng technical and proctir -i skills
that's why ., the Ohio
institute of Photography, all
our inst-uctors are professional photographers so
you'll graduate thinking like
a professional

ogp

You've got to try the thickest, richest
pizza ever. What's holdin' ya? The
doors are open now! Open seven
days a week, from 11 am.

*

TUESDAY
SPECIAL

In following the instructions of both
our governments to engage in serious
negotiations, we have concurred that
the details of the negotiations must be
kept in the negotiating rooms," Nitze
said at the U.S. mission.

Reagan raises funds
for Ohio republicans
with Cincinnati visit

A
FIVE

TIL
CHRISTMAS

AAAAAAAAAAAA

|

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The coroner conducted an autopsy yesterday in hope of unlocking new clues
in the mysterious death of actress
Natalie Wood, whose body was
found floating in the chilly Pacific
waters off Santa Catalina Island.

Arms control negotiated

COME BLOW YOUR HORN!!!!

r

Autopsy held on Wood

ft WIVftrMbi ■ I '-"•

Godfather's Pizza.

Justin' time for
Christmas Gifting
All Blouses - solids, prints, stripes

24
SHOPPING
DAYS
TIL
CHRISTMAS •

20% - 50%off

YOUR

BG News

ITS OUR
^

INFLATION
CLIPPING SALE

Open Evenings lil 9:00 p.m.
Mon. thru Sal. Now ihru Dec. 23

jr *

525&USt. ' ^'

836 So. Mala Slr.«t. Bo.lt.f Gram. Ohio. Pfcoaa: 352 2517

* X

CHRISTMAS
WREATH
MESSAGE
TODAY!

FEED FOUR FOR ONLY $5.00
Use All Four Coupons At Once Or On* At A Time

holiday spirit,
attend the

"—"COUPON—""

— COUPON —

• 2 pieces ol chicken
• potatoes and gravy • roll

• 2 pieces of chicken
* potatoes ond gravy * roll

*1.25
■ •

mum •

fottaarm

Expire* Dec. IS. 1981

[MAKING WORKSHOP"
Tonight
8 PM 2nd Floor Kitchen, Union
Admission Siincludes Take Home
Candy Recipe Booklet
DON'T FORGET
Homemade candy
makes an excellent
holiday gift!!

*0f

♦1.25 9

■MUMSMM • ft***" • renown*
Expires Dec. IS. 1981

L

r

'—"COUPON—"

"—"COUPON"—"

• 2 pieces ol chicken
• potatoes and gravy • roll

• 2 pieces of chicken
* potatoes and gravy • roll

*1.25 9
Expires Dec. IS. 19S1

*1.25f

■w'MMen • reasn • wtranmw
Expires Dec. IS. 1981
»e*eeeBfBeBSSi4as>ie«eBeBeaeeeBeBaJ

"hb finger lictorigpodI"

K<Ntakif fried flu^t* i
BOWLING GREEN
1020 N. Main
352-2061

printed In
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FREMONT
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PORT CLINTON
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106
University

Hall
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Classifieds1
rtn i i.im.
IS COOWNQ YOUH WORST ENEMY?
THEN TWS IS FOR VOU-THC NO BtO
OCAL COOKBOOK F7VC DOLLAHS AT
4US HALL-QREAT WAS QirT
LOST AND FOUNO
Found b* « wtr Mftn. n 21 miM
MaWs Ownar. pas— 0*362 It73
t*st Swi. MM. IS MM
bracaMtl totrw ww» a* Daatba* sr
PMAMra. Cal Oayt* >4tM. Onwl MnttTAWTUL MWAMP.

FMsnssdsd To RocnMtar N V or mMy
vMLO««rCnrlMnMbrook IcsnlssvsDsc
9 otMr 1 00 or arty day •"•* ■"> ' ** •"■TO
ol oxponoM Paaass CJ« Rhonda M 352

2filL
MHVKES OFFENEO

ABORTION
TOLL FREE

TAKE A CHANCE ON FREE BOOKS' BUY
YOUR TICKETS FOR THE 2ND ANNUAL
0RCNTAT10N BOARD BOOK RAFFLE
TODAY' 1ST FLOOR UNIVERSITY HALL 06
Tha+s CM*. K K . Pol San* ROOM. POM.
MM 4 Boo Boo. conqrMAMono on boing
ftakwHry wrs—nu cramp* 3 ysav* nav
T*AQ Tho Broaiaf>.
To our now Alpha Pt* UTs-Ws tova you ata.
ohyMiMioo<Wtb«*youM>S wo l b*
kuo Whon you'ro nol noor uo. wo'ra bftat'
Oh u» wo kwa you" WMh Lovo bom your
wow >go 4 taa awrsaas

Congratulations 1981-82
Delta Gamma Officers

Alpha Phi
International
CHRISTMAS
CELEBRATION
Dec. 1,1981

m

To our Smmo Cr» Disco Danca Kings. Your
Alpha n Oanoo Ouoono had ■ SUPER
FREAKY TIME M Rorwo • Thursday r*oM"
Lot* do it agom soon1 Thanks* Lova. Tho
Aipno x, Ptedgao

President - BrenUa Hejduk
Vice President: Chapter Relations - Donna Pione
. Vice President: Pledge Education - Sally Roberts
Vice President: Rush - Beth Potterfield
Senior Panhel - Susan Cuipak
Corresponding Secretary - Beth Whitaker
Recording Secretary - Susan Nix
Treasurer - Kathy Mushahwar
House Manager - Beth Wagner
Assistant Pledge - Nancy Beahm
Assistant Rush Social - Betsy Collier
Assistant Rush Recording - Leslie Welch
Junior Panhel - Sherry Stull
Assistant Treasurer - Kristin Wolken
Social Chairman - Cathy Loren
Rituals Chairman - Beth Hermann
Activities Chairman - Sue Lanigan
Scholarship Chairman - Kim Lawlor
Foundations - Cathy Skidmore
Anchora/Public Realtions - Becky Newman
Song Chairman - Mary Beth Ware
Fraternity Education - Lori Terrell
Assistant Rituals - Sheryl Shawlor
Assistant Social - Cathy Sellars
Alternate Panhel - Sue Shary

THIS EVENING

■Mi

T-SHMTS
T-SHIRTS
T-BHMTS
custom, •ctaan-pmlod i-attaia A spots
waar lor your group or oroamzaaon Lows*!
pnoaFMMM dMvary Cat Tim 363-701

CANADIAN BRASS

Art Books. Crsrts to bs sold
si ABC Sola al UCF CM 362-7634 tor

BROTHERS

ATTENTION-1 F tor rant opening ti Apt
wti So. mdud FREE UM of Heaflh Spa
NOO/mo Karen 352 3727
F sajderrf needed at houM Near campus
wb. 4 apt qbs . own room 362-7366
FUEOMANT OR LATtT
FREE. CONF10ENTIAI TEST*
CALl 1-4ia-24l-«l31
HEARTBEAT OF TOLEDO

TYPING- SERVICES tor a* typao of papers
ai BssicnsAli Rotas. Also oRo* ProtasBBSMJ Job CowwoaHha, RISMSSS. BBB*V

mmMMHHL
PERSONALS
A GREAT LAST MINUTE GIFT SUOOES
TION—THE PISANELLO S Q*FT CERTwT
CATF HANGING FROM A SUB TO THE
LARGE CHICAGO STYLE PIZZA AND EV
ERYTHWG IN BETWEEN CALL 3526160
AND GIVE THE BEST FOR CHRISTMAS
Aro you ooavng to Tampa Has aantar7 Bs
sura lo stop al THE AGORA tor ths oast «
roc* Buach * Floods A^o Tsmps. Flo
A spscatf max to Jua* Owarway 1 afl of
lha Juraors tor gMng us a wondsrtut Hobday
Davatr 11 was vary successful A w* BOOTS
cW* you al' Lots ol Lovo. Tho Seniors ol
D—aZsto
Bath-Paasai irancata a vac ma* cstts
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COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
112 LIFE SCIENCE
DECEMBER 1.19B1
7 30PM
Cong^KMhona Jim Evan a Marc Fnarjman
Atohs Lambda Daftaa nawasl mambars'
pros ol Alpha Tau
CONGRATULATIONS BRAD MARTIN ON
BEING ELECTED VICE CHAIRMAN OF
THE COLLEGE REPUBLICANS BROS OF
ALPHA TALI
Csawaraa 4 Jsdsr-1 SS off
AJ aVoabs-20% orl
LOCKER ROOM SRORTIHQ QQQDB
COULD IT BE THE UGHT
CHRrSTMAS?

BEFORE

Oaar ATO LI Sal's Thanks so much for Via
dmner -it was oraat' Hop* you al had a good
kjrksy Jsy Luv-your brolhars
FsatboUs 4 baaaMbafts «•% a#l.
AH BeamswNs n% afl.
LOCKER ROOM SPORTTNO OOOOS.
QONZO You'ro ma bast B>g anyone could
avar aak lor. snd I m proud to be your *a
Low, your ■' Jo—
rtoakay Fans al Ksaaa Skfma.
KEEP UP THE STRONG SUPPORT'
ONE MORE FOR THE GOLD'
KAPPA SIGMA HOCKEY TEAM
•BA M4M
MUNCH*
MADNESS
NOV 11 DEC 2
Improva Study Hsbtt WUh
HYPteOSIS
352 677 7
IS Teddy ready tor the mock Christmas
Era ? we ant! Merry C hrtetma a-tft* gtrt a at
TtO.
J—■> (0s»¥n> Thanks for s greet bma at
ma OZ a Famous Couptos Dal* Party Ths
50 ■ wB n*»a« be ma aame'-Janet (Sandy)
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yourhalrW
JON BURGER A WONOERFUL GUY

Grad Student • Llnwersiry Start Modern
atudto and one bdrm aparimant pariecl tor
the parson on the go Everyttang torn
except anon and oahas Ptanty of peace
and qu*t Lamoaght Court 352 7245
M 4 F students needed to IB apt* at
Campua Manor Ph 352-9302 (12-4, or
352-7365
M mb tor Wtr 4 Spr Otrt to ahare
furmehed apartment 'lloVmo CM 352
SO—
M RMTE NEEDED FOR WTR 4 SPR
QTRS PRIVATE 8E0R0OM EASY WALK
TO CAMPUS 353 0305
RENT CHEAP1
M met needed 710 7m Si apartmenrs
Pteeee cM 352 6062
Rmto. Wanted, winter 4 •ertng gtre New
apt. ItOHfr. CALL NOWHI tsaaatfa
beet bate. II2-O4I0 Pat or Deb.

WE T>tOUOHT WE HAD THE ROOM
RENTED, BUT WC DON'T. 1 bdrm . private
bafh. cook prrv . washer for ONLY
MOO mo 1(4 uU svM Dec 6 F prat
353-4011 fjersalenHy
2 M. RMTE9. NEEDED FOR WTR. OTR.
RENT IS '7BVMO. PLUS UTeUTatt. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 714 E WOOBTER. CALl
3IK714

1 F rmto lor wtr 4 spr qlrs Free access
tohearmapa CM 352 6496
I F rmto needed lor wtr I spr qtr 802
Bfjh St 354 IB04
1 I to share 2 bdrm apt Own room
'102 50 mo 4 u« Close to campus CM
|216)73)-43I6
1 M rmte tor either 1 qtr or 2 Fraree
opts New rooms ctoM to campus cM
aattlawU
HELP WANTED
BABTSITTERS NEEDED
Trans 4 ret taquaad
CM 352 1234 anykme

MM*

Cktvewnd Summer Joba '4-10 per hour
Colege Panters. ax hMOver 70posrbons
■vaMbkt m satenor house pambng Inter
van* sessions 1pm Saturdays Dec 19 4
26 M 13020 Drexmora Ctovetond. Ohio
44120 (216) 752-6000 Wnto or cM tor
appacabon
Drivers Must have own car Appry 2-4.
Sub-Ms Quo 143 E Wooster
Help Werrted-Northern Mtoh akl reaort a
looking tor cocktM waRraaMt for XmM
break Good money and good benefits
Benefits nckjde (tea txxng at two major ski
arsaa Appfy st 73t haghSt Apt #75 CM
362-703B for apot AM tor Kan.
Mane group- Magic an <
nn dad tor hoaday dmnar dance CM 352
6390

■

President
Vice President
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
PACE.
Scholarship
Pledge Trainer
Assistant Pledge Trainer
Membership
Assistant Membership
Social
Activities
Senior Panhel Delegate
Junior Panhel Delegate
Rituals
Philanthropy
Parlimentarian

Lynn Elcessor
Gwynne Gulliford
Jennifer White
Faniya Veto
Patty Bay
Heidi Spring
Kara Milar
Sue Swartz
Patty Gilpin
Wendy Kent
Lynne Eaton
Carol McMahon
April Nance
Sandy Bungo
Judi Weltman
Lois Reinke
Patty Gierosky
Sue Bloch
Lisa Inman

SPECIAL THANKS TO THE OLD OFFICERS
FOR A JOB WELL DONE!

1
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106 University Hall 372-2601
DEADLINE TOMORROW! 4 P.M.

f

M

rostra lor apot weight reduction
*75 Portatat aauna bam plugs n anywhere '200 823-34IS
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COSTUME SHOP RUMMAGE SALE
Theetncsf coetumea 4 accaaaonet I evarydayctomes Lots ol good bergoina Dec 24. i -6pm al Costom* Shop in me CMSwunt
OlMosoryHM

o>

For rant W» 4 Spr Obs Fum 2 bdrm
apt* 707SixmSt CM RUM 372 5335
Houses 4 apartment* tor rent tor me 1982
43 school yeer Ptosse cM 1-267-3341

<=>

Larga party room tor rant Phon* 352937Bor362 7681

Need Campus Eacort? Cel Corranular O"
Campus OYganaaaon 372O3B0 Hours
are Sun-Fn 6 12pm

Lovsfy 3 bdrm apt. untum. mature sngn
orcoupH 362 7033or 364-1309 ansvB
pm

OH WANE. WAS IT AN ATO MAN THAT
WAS H YOUR DREAM LAST NIGHT? WAS
HC MEAN OM. WHAT A SCREAM. WOW
WAS HE OUT OF SIGHT? LUV XQX

bring *» country Moat aubsM I Ig. on*
bdrm apt tor wtr 4 Spr •IsSSuH It*
from oarnpua 353-2471

latabji li 4 aMrta SBH afl.
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For aare Sat boots. 9 12 mens Ksber
Worn 1 aaeaon »ao CM 3620169*

Apt avM bagaimngWIr Qtr wtthai house
UN ry^ud washer dryer LandtordwBpay
1 2 of food b* MBOmo 335 Darby St oft
7m St- Contact after 3pm

SkapnaraeSM bNaraaaM fei Qomo oa 'i*
bonal Student Eachanga B tha Un^arsriy ol
Oregon next year? Don i mkw Bay MM
astormabort aaaaton today M 6:30 It 111
Soum HsS. aa* you Baire -Jo*.
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With a BG News
Christmas Wreath

BICYCLE FOR SALE, WITH IASKETS.
BBST OFFwR, St»f>aTB.

FOR RENT

Bae* M% aa wena eat 4 Hajata raaevet. LOCKtfl ROOM eVMTwNJ
OOOBB.
Stoms Nue-R may have bean ooU outside
but our haMawan Tea Mat MB on* hot bmol
Ther-a tor i reety hit Fraatyi We hop* you
al had a super Turkey Day Low*. The Alpha
PhTs

Send Your Friends x
A Special Christmas
Message!

WELCOMES
19 New Officers

1 F RMTE FOR WTR ft SPR QTRS
OFF-CAMPUS APT BRANO NEW BE
HIND OFFENHAUER CALL 362-2443

UTTLE CAROLYN ELLIS WHAT CAN I SAY
TO THANK YOU FOR BEING THE UTTLE
THAT I ADORE IM MORE THAN PROUD
TO BE ABLE TO SAY WERE BtG 4 LITTLE
4 QROwaaQ CLOSER EACH DAY" LOVE
VOW B*3 CAROL,

PYs-FawJ JRlars HYPNOSIS RaM.it 4
MprovM ConosmYabon CM 362B777

GAMMA PHI
BETA

UNrVERStTY VILLAGE APT NEEDS 1 F
RMTE START WM 4 SPR QTRS
REALLY NICE. FURN W BALCONY ETC
PLEASE CALL JANET AT 352 4932

, CALVIN i
sort Aaeha Tau Laaa.

Years see awM aastof iwiiai eeeae heee
tar. AX toaa 4 aaeeaaawf aawe, SRswin

Congratulations to our 1981 -82 Anchor Man
Larry Nonnamaker
r&^«*4**-3«*-Vvfr>-fr* k*-{g\-k»-jp< Nrlaaj

Student to ave-sv room 4 board tumahed
Wh a Spr Ofes . m exchange tor babyart
bng 4 agnt houaMeeptng CM 354-t024

Mraature Daachunda AKC 'i50200pre
vww now" Can hold ■ Xma* CM Danni
372QI51 a«t 237

OSU Kapoe agma Brother Oeve Dough
Ms engageo to Kathy Hoseisr o« A«y» Phi
Good La* from S Q ICaap* Sajms Brothers

Box Oltlca Hrs
Nit so Dec 2:10 IM 2 r
DK 3:10 AM • 2 PM I M
PMM 372-0171

Roommatea needed wtr 4 spr of*
House al 720 Manva* (Nice location)
Contact Am Monger fm 352 24B6

iuseOverway Much congyatubwons 4 beet
wathM on your angegemant lo Scott Mor
gan!> lent laaturs shYscbon Gadget Gets
MamSd ' Lore, your Delta Zeta Sailer*

Naaonal Student Eachanga Wtortrawon See
aton today at Room 111. South Ha* al 5 30
p m. Rnd out how you can spend al or part
of neat year at a school at s dPterent arse ot
Bay U 8 and sat pay BG8U tubon or me sv
aaafei (raatdanl) kaaon ol your hoel school
awanilad but cant attond lha maeang? Cal
the Ctr for EduC OpoOno (372-0202) tor

Decimoer 3.1M1. l:oo i.a.
Hooacttr Hill
mm HKlcai irts CBitior. B.B.S.U.
ADULTS: S8.001l»lenli:J8.50

1, 1M1 7

Now torn. affkMncaM near campua AluM
pd Short or bng term leeaee from *240
362-9302 112-4) or 362-73B6
ROOM avaaabla begnnmg Wfer term, mat
12 block from campua '300 qtr CM 352
BBST
f
SPSQLE OCCUPANT APT TO SUBLET
IMMEDIATELY '130 MO INCL UIH1
TVS CLOSE TO CAMPUS DEC RENT
PAIO CALL 362 7929.
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6-MK TICK UP

Bases, atwa.. Ww. 0*. 'lawtor beet after

$1,000 WINNERS
prtv uMOfweaher 'lOO/mo I i'4olu*l
Asa*, Oao. 6. F. prof. 363-4Q11.
lent toaawaa. Cel Okeryt mwill.
1 bdrm apt to aubta Brand new way
I Ottennauer CM

•275Vmo LocaMd r Wayna. Onto CM
362-4476 or 244-2424 everwtg*.
1 room oMc W* /Spr Otrs Al uU pan
MSOVmo '40 oft 'at monm rant 362
2704 or 364-1313

WINNERS

1. ALPHA DELTA PI
2. PHI KAPPA TAU
3. DELTA TAU DELTA

A

$500 WINNERS

o
o
o
o>

4

« DELTA ZETA
- ALPHA PHI
6
- KAPPA DELTA
5

ACME BEVERAGE INC. AND THE MILLER BREWING CO.
WANT TO THANK ALL WHO PARTICIPATED
IN THIS YEARS PICK-UP
THE NEWS REGRETS THE ERROR ON 11-24-81

o
o
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Delta Zeta
Proudly Presents their
1982 Officers:
President: Marianne James
1st Vice-President (Rush): Judy Markel
2nd Vice-President (Pledge): Julie Overway
Asst. Rush: Kim Pettys
Asst. Pledge: Linda Scott
Recording Secretary: Missy Manny
Treasurer: Sue Jordan
Corresponding Secretary: Mary Sue Anders
Asst. Treasurer: Jean Amatore
Senior Panhel: Chris Stewart
Junior Panhel: Mary Amatore
Scholarship: Linda Wegier
Standards: Densie Stefanec
Social: Shelly Giterman
Asst. Social: Carolyn Davis
Activities: Maria Bronowicz
Asst. Activities: Laura Vradelis
Philanthropy: Dolly Luxon
Housemanager: Vicki Schehl
Historian: Cheryl Vespoli
Alumni: Alice Lavery

Thanb to the old officers
for a Wonderful Job!
4j)j&ftm*j)jijK^^
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Sports.
Falcon hockey team on a roll from rags to riches
much improved for the series, as the
Falcons went two-for-two in the power
play, and they were also able to kill
The Falcons' hottest line is that of penalties effectively, including a five
Kane (2-2-4), Dave O'Brian (2-1-3) minute high sticking penalty to
and Perry Braun (0-1-1). O'Brian has Wayne Wilson in the opening contest.
scored four goals in his last four
York said the team has the configames, and Kane has produced seven
g)ints, on three goals and four assists, dence to ride the crest of the winning
raun has produced three assists streak.
since coming back from his knee
"This should give us the confidence
injury last week.
to keep playing well," York said.
with the balanced scoring, the Fal- "The winning streak has been a big
cons peppered Vermont goaltender morale booster for us."
Gregg Thygesen, forcing him to make
York said the leadership of seniors
MacLellan, George McPhee, Chris
64 saves in the series.
Guertin and Andre Latreille has been
BG'S SPECIAL TEAMS also were vital to the team's winning ways.

Sweep gives BG longest win streak in nation

Bowling Green's hockey team continued its dramatic resurgence last
weekend by sweeping the University
of Vermont, 7-2 and 5-3, at the Gutterson Field House in Burlington, pushing its record to &-7-I. The Falcons
have swept their last three series, and
have gone 6-1-1 in their last eight
games.
In a matter of one month, BG has
gone from the coldest team in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association, with both the worst league and
overall record, to the hottest, riding
the longest winning streak in the
league this season, and the longest
current streak in the nation.
As it has been for the last four

weeks, the Falcons were keyed by
balanced scoring and the goaltending
of Mike David.
BG broke open a close 3-2 contest in
the opening game by scoring four
unanswered goals in the third period,
which has been the Falcons' weakest
period this season. Kim Collins scored
First in the period, and two goals by
Dan Kane followed to put the game
away. George Roll scored his second
goal of the contest to close out the
scoring, as David turned in 28 saves to
post his fifth victory in a row, running
his personal record to 5-3-1.

IN THE SECOND game, the Falcons fought back from a 2-1 deficit,
taking a 5-2 lead with just six minutes
remaining, on goals by Peter Wilson,
Dave O'Brian, Garry Galley and Mike
Pikul. Wayne Collins, in goal to give
Mike David a well-earned rest after
playing in goal for BG's last five
games, turned in 34 saves to keep the
Catamounts in check.
"Our team played exceptionally
well," BG coach Jerry York said. "All
aspects of our positional play has
shown steady improvement. I was
pleased with the play of Brian Mac-

Lellan, who is playing the best hockey
of his career.
MacLellan scored a goal and two
assists in the opening contest, giving
him three goals and two assists in his
last four games.
Another key factor in BG's emergence as a winning team has been the
play of George Roll. Roll has turned
out eight goals in eight games since
becoming a starter, and linemates
Nick Bandescu (three assists) and
Andre Latreille (two assists) have
combined to produce 29 points over
the last four weekends.

Falcons lose to Clemson, cage Cards

Titans down
BG, 63-46

'With Irish, we are a very good team' — Weinert
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter
Two weeks ago at the annual Mid-American
Conference basketball meeting, the conference
scribes and coaches picked the Ball State
Cardinals to emerge as this season's MAC
champion.
However, last Saturday the Falcons (picked
sixth in the MAC) turned the tables on the
conference favorites, beating Ball State, 78-72,
in the IPTAY Tournament in Clemson, S.C.
After bowing to Clemson, 109-91, in the tourney opener last Friday, the Falcons came back
to stun the Cardinals to finish third in the fourteam tournament. Clemson won the tourney,
its eighth IPTAY championship, while Stetson
placed second and the Cardinals, last.
BG's David Greer set an IPTAY record for
assists (22) and joined teammate Marcus Newbern on the all-lPTAY Tournament team, an
honor shared with Clemson's Bill Bynum,
Stetson's Frank Burnell and Ball Staters Jon
Mansbury and Ray McCallum. Clemson's
Vince Hamilton was named the tourney's most
valuable player.
NEWBERN BRIEFLY set tournament scor-

ing and field goal records with 50 points and 21
field goals in two games, but both were bettered Dy Stetson's Burnell who finished with 58
points, including 34 in the title game.
Greer's assist record easily topped the 15
that Clemson's Eric Johnson had in the 1977
IPTAY Tournament.
But perhaps the brightest highlight of all for
BG was the presence of junior forward Colin
Irish, who has returned to the line-up, at least
temporarily, according to BG head coach John
Weinert. Irish is trying to come back from knee
surgery last April and has practiced only
sparingly this fall.
Irish played eight minutes in the game
against Clemson, scoring eight points, and
came back with 21 points in the consolation
game against BSU during his 24 minutes on the
court.
"With a healthy Colin (Irish) in our line-up,
we are a very good team, but without him, we
are a good team," Weinert said. "He's still
recovering from surgery, and we plan on
playing him a little more and then letting the
doctor examine his knee again."
Weinert said Irish will probably see action in

the Falcons' home opener against Wright
State, Wednesday, in Anderson Arena. Under
NCAA basketball rules, a player may play up
to six games and still be eligible for red-shirting the season because of injury.
"WE DONT WANT to take any chances with
him," Weinert said. "He's got a whole athletic
career ahead of him - a whole life. He still
plays with a lot of pain."
Against Ball State in the consolation game of
last weekend's tourney, the Cardinals (losers
to Stetson in the opening round, 63-47), jumped
out to a quick 8-2 lead before the Falcons were
able to get things going their way. BG led 38-34
at halftone.
Irish connected on his first six shots from the
floor and scored 17 first half points. Newbern
contributed 20 points in all against Ball State.
The Falcons never allowed the Cardinals to
regain the lead in the second half, although Ball
State rallied to tie the game at 46-46, with just
over 13 minutes remaining in the game.
The Falcons put away the Cardinals over the
next two minutes, outscoring them 8-2, for a 5448 lead. BG's win was the fourth consecutive
victory over Ball State and its 17th win in the
last 20 tries.

Before the Bowling Green women's basketball team traveled to
Detroit to play the Titans, BG
coach Kathy Bole said she thought
the Falcons were capable of keeping up with the stronger Titans and
perhaps escape with a victory.
The Falcons did play a good
game against Detroit despite losing 63-46 to even their record at 1-1
for the season. BG junior guard
Deanne Knoblauch played another
outstanding game and has been one
of BG's top performers during the
team's first two games.
"Deanne played another great
game for us at both ends of the
court," Bole said. "She has improved tremendously defensively
and is one of our key offensive
leaders on the floor."
The biggest problem BG faced
throughout the game against Detroit was defensing the Titans'
standout forward Cheryl Williams,
who led all scorers in the game
with 32 points. Bole said the Falcons tried three different players
against Williams, but none were
able to contain her.
"Cheryl Williams was the difference in the game," Bole said. "She
played a great game. They (the
Titans) really hurt us on the defensive boards. We gave them too
many second and third shots. They
never really pulled away from us,
though, until about four minutes
were left in the game."
Sue Pokelsek led the Falcons
with 12 points, while Melissa Chase
added eight and Knoblauch, six.
BG's Chase was another player
who Bole said had an outstanding
game. Chase held Detroit guard
Gigi Yax without a field goal in the
game.

IN THE OPENING game against Clemson,
BG jumped out to a quick 8-2 lead behind the
hot hand of Newbern, who scored eight of BG's
first 13 points. BG established a 10-4 lead, but
the Tigers came roaring back to regain the
lead, 12-10, behind some fine shooting by IPTAY MVP Hamilton and sophomore David
Shaffer.
The Falcons regained the lead, 23-22, on
Greer's basket with just over 10 minutes left in
the half. But a Clemson surge as the half drew
to a close put the Tigers up by eight, 52-44, as
the horn sounded.
The Falcons opened the second half with a
basket by Greer, but Clemson responded with
four unanswered baskets to finish off the Falcons in the season opener for both teams.
"I would have rather had a conference win
against them (Ball State), but this will do,"
Weinert said. "We played very well in both
Sames. Clemson was rated No. 3,1 believe, in
leir conference (the Atlantic Coast Conference). Although we gave up over one hundred
points, we scored 90 points against them, and
that was the most points they have given up
against any team in four years."

Bengals talk of town in Cincy, Cleveland
Teammates backing Anderson for MVP
CINCINNATI (AP) - Ken Anderson
says it's too early to start thinking
about post-season honors, but his Cincinnati Bengals teammates aren't
afraid of jumping the gun.
"Nobody has done a better job this
year than Ken Anderson," said rookie
receiver Cris Collinsworth. "If he's
not the MVP, I'm going to call the
league office, organize a campaign or
something."
The quarterback polished his credentials for Most Valuable Player
honors last Sunday with a passing
performance that eclipsed several
personal and club records.

tempts and touchdowns, and put him
over 3,000 yards passing. After 13
games, he has completed 250 of 390
attempts for 25 touchdowns and is just
28 yards shy of his mark for most
passing yards in a season.
"Any time you get the chance to
work with the guy who's going to be
the Most Valuable Player in the
league, it's a great feeling," said
Collinsworth, who caught two touchdown passes Sunday.

Anderson, strictly modest during
his rebirth as one of the National
Football League's best passers, won't
get involved in talk of personal reAnderson threw a club record-tying cords or accolades.
four touchdown passes Sunday as the
"Let's talk about all that stuff after
10-3 Bengals drubbed the rival Cleve- the season is over," Anderson said.
land Browns 41-21 for their fifth
That may be some time away yet.
Cincinnati's 10-3 record is the best in
straight victory.
HIS 2S-of-32 PASSING for 235 yards the American Conference, and it
shattered Anderson's club records for leads the Central Division by two
most completions in a season, at- games with three to play.

DICK JERRY BUCKLEY
STICK YOUR HEAD IN
A MANILLA ENVELOPE
AND MAIL YOURSELF
OUT OF HERE
DON'T WORRY WE WON'T
MISS YOU/NOBODY WILL!

Special Christmas Classes
Bread Dough Christmas Ornaments;
Wed., Dec. 2, 7:30 p.m.
^^% ^^r* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^T* ^w*

Soap Making
Wed., Dec. 9, 7:30 p.m.
$2.00 Fee For Each Class

1V i^
NATUtAl

134 E. COURT
353-0236

<#

THE BENGALS ELIMINATED the
defending champion Browns, 5-8, by
scoring a pair of quick touchdowns to
take Cleveland out of its groundoriented game plan. Quarterback
Brian Sipe, last year's MVP, got a
rough time from the Bengals' pass
rush.
"The key to Cincinnati's defense is
the pressure they put on the passer,"
Sipe said. "They've done it their last
four games - five now - and they've
won them all.
"You pick that up in the films and
you work out some things to do about
it. But when you get behind as we did,
they know you've got too throw, and
here they come."
The victory was especially pleasing
for Bengals Coach Forrest Gregg,
who beat the Browns for the first time
in four tries. Gregg, fired by the
Browns before Cincinnati hired him,
was awarded the game ball by his
players.

CLEVELAND (AP) - Three of the
last four times they have met, the
Cleveland Browns have defeated the
Cincinnati Bengals.
But there was little doubt in the
Browns' minds which team was better following last Sunday's National
Football League game between the
two.

Browns compiling 349 yards total
offense to 356 for the Bengals.

"I would have to say that at this
point of the year, based on the offense
and defense they're playing, Cincinnati is the best football team we've
played," said Browns Coach Sam
Rutigliano.
"If s difficult to tell, from one football game, how much better they are
than us," Rutigliano said. "We have
beaten them three of our last four
games, but (Sunday) they were
clearly better than us."

"I think they're playirg better now
than any time I've seen them since
I've been here," said defensive back
Clarence Scott, who has been with the
Browns since 1971. "As a team,
they're dominating people - and
they're doing it to some fine defensive
units."

Statistically, Cleveland and Cincinnati were nearly equal, with the

KAPPA SIGMA
Congratulates Its New Officers

Chuck Rudwall

WOOWOM

'Bengals are best, Browns say

X

Grand Master - Mike Bair
Grand Procurator • Steve Stanley
Grand Master Of Ceremonies - Don Lane
Grand Scribe - John Beldon
Grand Treasurer - Jerry Whetstone
Rush Chairman ■ Joe Estes
Assistant Treasurer - Brian Fogel
Scholarship Chairman - John O'Toole
Kitchen Steward - John Kane
Athletic Chairman - Jeff Warren
Public Relations - George Janco
Historian - Bill Altman
IFC Representative - Bill Bullock
House Managers - Dave Hoffman
Nick Cisterino
B.A. - Bill Bullock
Pledge Trainer - Dave Seidel
Alumni Correspondent - Scott Smith
Little Sis Advisor - Dave Wood
Guards - Scott Stoll
Greg Burner
Social Chairman - Chris Landis

The Brothers

But none of the Browns felt cheated
by the 41-21 score, which would have
been worse if Cleveland backup quarterback Paul McDonald hadn't
thrown a late touchdown pass to Greg
Pruitt.

Cincinnati quarterback Ken Anderson, enjoying perhaps his finest season ever, shredded the Cleveland
secondary, completing 26 of 32 passes
without an interception. In 13 games,
he has been intercepted just six times.

BG-Cavs Night
tips off Dec. 12
All University students are welcome to attend "BG-Cavaliers
Night," Saturday, December 12. The
night begins at 6 p.m. with a pre-game
party, featuring a raffle for an Cavsautographed basketball and a "chalk
talk session with Cavs coaches. At
8:05 p.m., the Cavs tip off against the
Denver Nuggets. Discount tickets for
$5 each are now on sale in the Mileti
Alumni Center.

TTK A
Wishes to Congratulate
IT'S NEW OFFICERS AND FALL PLEDGES!
Officers
Randy Lauerty
Dave Stacey
John Alexander
Mike McGuire
Mark Pompeii
Doug Blackburn
Pat Gaccetta S Kevin Sharkey
David Baps; & Mike Gerken

Pres
V.P. of Int. Affairs
V.P. of IFC & PR.
V.P. of Membership
Treasurer
Secretary
Athletic Chairmen
Social Chairmen

THANKS TO OLD OFFICERS
FOR A JOB WELL DONE!
Fall Pledges
Ted Anderson
ShaunCampbel
ToddCole

Sandro D'Amicone

John Gormles
George Paterokis
Brad Ruetenik
John Russell

